When digitized fundus images are used in medicine, important information for clinicians' diagnosis should be maintained well after scaling. Conventional scaling methods select the interpolation kernel based on Shannon's sampling theorem which is only appropriate for band-limited signals and usually generate image with jaggy noise or blurred blood-vessel shapes that the tortuosity and diameter change of blood vessels which are important information to clinicians' diagnosis can not be maintained clearly. To solve these problems, we select the quadratic Fluency sampling function as the interpolation kernel to maintain the color reality of fundus image based on the Fluency information theory. Scaling is then realized by interpolation directed to the blood-vessel shape map of required resolution which is generated from two kinds of Fluency sampling functions. These two kinds of Fluency sampling functions are precedingly utilized to approximate shapes of blood vessels on the original fundus image according to the suggestion of specialists in fundus field. Resulting images by the proposed method show good shape maintenance of blood vessels and have a better quantitative evaluation than the generally recognized best conventional method.
Introduction
Because of the effectiveness of fundus photodiagnosis in examining diseases such as diabetic retinopathy, glaucoma and cataract which are increasingly threatening the health of people in modern society, it has become one of the main routine medical examination items at many districts recently. In order to benefit the technique to more people, some of its medical activities concerning on the diagnosing, informed consent, clinician training and group consulting have been brought into telemedicine network system to solve the problem of ophthalmologist scarcity and to decrease the regional medical difference. However, after a long time development of fundus photography, past fundus images of some patients are kept in different resolutions. Many devices for fundus photography exist in the telemedicine network with different resolution capabilities. Scaling fundus images to different required resolution is becoming an unavoidable problem in the telemedicine network. Especially, high resolution fundus images are preferred in activities of informed consent and ophthalmologist training.
Clinicians often operate diagnosis by observing the condition of retina and blood-vessel recorded on the fundus image. From the aspect of image processing which is usually utilized to develop computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) system (4) , we have concluded these important diagnosis information into two classes. One is the structure of blood vessels on the fundus, which can reveal the state of diseases by measuring their diameter change and tortuosity. The other is the color information which can present the position of optical disk, fovea, hemorrhages and exudates areas on the fundus image. As the basic requirement of scaling fundus image, it must be guaranteed that all the diagnostic information provided by original fundus image will be maintained well after image scaling.
So far, many interpolation methods have been proposed to achieve image-scaling. They can be largely classified into two categories: convolution-based interpolation and edge-based or morphology-based interpolation. In convolution-based interpolation methods (1) , these methods usually different at the selection of interpolation kernel based on the Shannon's sampling theorem. However, because fundus image is not frequency-limited signal, we consider that it is better to choose the interpolation kernel from the other signal feature instead of frequency which is the limitation of the Shannon's sampling theorem. And because only color intensity is utilized by this kind of scaling methods, high frequency part which expresses the structure of blood vessels on the fundus image is not enhanced with the resolution increasing, This leads to result images with blurred shapes or annoying artifacts. Conventional edge-based (2) or morphology-based (3) interpolation methods in the other category have noticed to direct the interpolation based on edge or morphology to enhance the high frequency part with the resolution increasing. However, they failed to find a method to enhance the high frequency part correctly, in other words, to maintain the original diameter change and tortuosity of blood vessels with control to obstruction and artifacts brought out during the procedure of scaling fundus image.
In this paper, in order to produce blood vessel in high reality for the scaled fundus image, we first consider the interpolation kernel selection. Based on the Fluency information theory, the quadratic Fluency sampling function is selected as the interpolation kernel of our proposed method for the fundus image scaling. At the same time, to maintain the structure of blood vessels, functions are first adopted to approximate and record the shape information of blood vessels which are extracted from original fundus image. Then by the transformation to these functions, we can create a blood-vessel shape map of required resolution with maintenance to the diameter change and tortuosity of blood vessels. Scaling is finally accomplished by interpolation directed on the created blood-vessel shape map.
The remaining of this paper is organized as following. We will introduce the reason of selecting the interpolation kernel based on the Fluency information theory in the Sec. 2. In Sec. 3, we illustrate in detail the procedure of the proposed method. The whole procedure is divided into two stages. In Sec. 4, several experimental results will be given to verify the effectiveness of our method. Conclusion remarks are given in the last section.
Preliminary

Conventional Interpolation Kernel Selection
As to the selection of interpolation kernel, first we would like to review the most common interpolation kernel introduced in textbooks-the sinc function derived from the Shannon's sampling theorem (5) . Following the sampling theorem, the original image s(x, y) with the highest frequency F m can be reconstructed perfectly from its samples s(k, l) if and only if the sampling frequencies F s satisfy the Nyquist criterion: F s > 2F m . Consequently, the image can be super-sampled to higher resolution from the reconstructed image.
However, although the sinc function is theoretically the optimal interpolation kernel for band-limited images, it is not appropriate for fundus images. First of all, the fundus image is explicitly not band-limited. Therefore it is not possible for the sampling frequency to satisfy the Nyquist criterion. The second problem of the sinc function is that, since it has an infinite support, the function can not be computed directly by computer. In practice, some special approaches have been proposed to solve the infinite support problem by utilizing functions to approximate the sinc function or just by truncating or windowing the sinc function (6) . However, all these interpolation kernels are still discussed under the limitation that the sinc function is the best interpolation kernel, which is only ture for the band-limited world.
Interpolation Kernel Selection by Fluency Information Theory
In this paper, we select the interpolation kernel based on the Fluency information theory proposed by Toraichi et al.
(7)- (9) . In the theory, times of continuous differentiability is taken as one of the main characteristics of signals. Let m be the degree of "smoothness" of signals with (m−2) times continuous differentiability, the Fluency information theory classifies the signal space into sub-spaces or classes based on the variable m attributed to signals. When m = 1, the sub-space coincides with the Walsh signal space. When m ≥ 2, the sub-space is spanned by piecewise polynomials of degree (m − 1) having only (m − 2) times continuous differentiability. This theory was motivated by the observation that signals in reality could exhibit different smoothness. For example, staircase or polygonal shapes which include non-differentiable points, shapes that could be represented by functions of finite times continuous differentiability, as well as shapes defined in the Shannon's band-limited signal world reconstructed by infinite times continuous differentiable functions such as sinc function.
Because the continuous differentiability times is taken as the main characteristic of signal in the Fluency theory, we find a way to avoid the usual band-limited requirement in signal processing. For digital image such as fundus images which are distinctly not band-limited and the important information is expressed by high frequency part, the theory shows its advantage.
As to the practical application of this theory, sampling function of (m = 3) Fluency sub-space is usually utilized because this function can be expressed by piecewise polynomials of degree 2 and with 1 time continuous differentiability. The 1 time continuous differentiability is considered sufficient to guarantee the smoothness, which is a required property for sampling function. The sampling function of (m = 3) Fluency sub-space is called the quadratic Fluency sampling function and is derived from a combination of piecewise polynomials of degree 2 shown at Eq.(1) (10) :
Here,
Also because this function shows elegant properties as a sampling function, it is selected as the interpolation kernel for the fundus image which is not band-limited signal with finite sample values in our proposed method.
First, we can use the function directly to sampling points because the function equals 1 at only the middle sampling point but equals 0 at all other sampling points.
Second, the function has a finite spatial support that attenuates to zero at the left and right 2nd sampling points with respect to the middle point of the function. It has the property of local support which can decrease largely the computation.
Finally, the function keeps and only keeps 1 time continuously differentiable property. Because the 1 time continuous differentiability of the function, it shows smoothness which is important for interpolation kernel. Also, the function can be expressed as piecewise polynomials of degree 2 which can be realized easily by programming (11) .
Here τ in Eq. (1) is set to 1.
Shape Approximation by Fluency Functions
As another application example of Fluency information theory, Kawazoe et al. (12) have selected three kinds of Fluency functions to adaptively approximate the contours of binary image in a desktop publishing system. It is demonstrated that the quality of image has been maintained well even on resizing.
In order to find a way to maintain the diameters change and tortuosity of blood vessels in the fundus image after scaling, we utilize the same function approximation to blood-vessel shape to generate the bloodvessel shape map of required resolution in our method. The approximation error is utilized to control the obstruction and artifacts under the requirements of different medical activities. We will describe the blood-vessel shape map of required resolution creation procedure in the next section in detail.
Proposed Method
Outline of the Proposed Method
The proposed method is accomplished by two steps. The first step is to create a blood-vessel shape map of required resolution by introducing function approximation to record the original blood vessels. The created shape map of required resolution is expected to maintain the diameter and tortuosity of blood vessels on the original fundus image well. The second step is to generate the fundus image of required resolution by interpolation directed on the blood-vessel shape map we created in the first step. The whole procedure of the proposed interpolation method is illustrated by the flowchart shown in Fig.1 . The following two subsections will give more details about these two steps.
Procedure of Blood-Vessel Shape Map Creation of Required Resolution
From the viewpoint of Fluency information theory, shape map extracted from original fundus image is regarded as signals combined from different Fluency sub-spaces which we introduced at Sec. 2.2. At the selection of approximation functions, we also asked for suggestion from specialists in fundus. We have known that staircase function classified to m = 1 Fluency sub-space and arc function which is classified to m = ∞ band-limited sub-space are inappropriate to be utilized to approximate shapes of blood vessels in fundus image. In our algorithm, the straight line function classified to m = 2 Fluency subspace which can be expressed as piecewise polynomial of degree 1 is first adopted . For the other kinds of shapes which should belong to other Fluency sub-spaces of finite times continuous differentiability, we only take the quadratic Fluency sampling function introduced above to approximate. The reason is based on the fact that the quadratic Fluency function keeps 1 time continuously differentiable property which is enough to show the smoothness. Because it is generally recognized that shapes of blood vessels do not show arc shape by specialists in fundus, it should be emphasized that the arc function classified to m = ∞ band-limited Fluency subspace is not proper to approximate shapes of blood vessels in fundus image although it is usually adopted in non-medical images as we introduced at Sec. 2.3 As for the procedure of blood-vessel shape map creation of required resolution, we divide it into three steps.
The shape map of blood vessels is first extracted from the original fundus image and saved as 1-bit/pixel image for further processing. Because blood-vessel extraction from fundus image is an ongoing research field, we can get more details about it by referring to Lalonde (13) and Hoover (14) . An example of blood vessel extraction by Hoover's method is illustrated in Fig. 4(b) .
As the second step, every shape of blood vessels is expressed as coordinates and divided into intervals by joint points which are decided by the curvature of every point (12) . For every interval, the selected approximation function-straight line function is adopted to approximate the part belonged to m = 2 sub-space first. The remaining parts of the interval are recognized as signals belonging to finite times continuous differentiability Fluency sub-spaces. They are all approximated by the selected quadratic Fluency sampling function. Finally, all shapes are approximated by functions and expressed as parameters of these functions.
Because the shape map of blood vessels on the original fundus image has been approximated by functions which we described in the preceding paragraph, the diameter of blood vessels on the original fundus image can be computed by measuring the distances of points among these functions. Tortuosity of blood vessel can also be computed by the curvature of functions. Because transformation of these functions to any resolution will maintain the curvature and increase the distance of points by the same transformation ratio, we can generate a shape map of required resolution from the functions transformation with the tortuosity and the diameter change of blood vessels on the original resolution image maintained. The approximation error is controlled under the requirement of practical medical activities and defined as following:
Here, X f (i) and Y f (i) are coordinates computed by approximation functions. X o (i) and Y o (i) are the coordinates of original shapes. i is the index of pixels that express the shape of blood vessels.
To the straight line, transformation to required resolution can be realized by multiplying transformation ratio to their parameters directly. To the transformation of the quadratic Fluency sampling function that takes the coordinates of a sequence of pixels as its parameters, we can refer to the algorithm (15) proposed by one of the authors of this paper.
Finally, for convenience of programming and description, we record the shape map of required resolution as 1-bit/pixel image too. Pixels expressing blood vessels can be valued by "1" and the other pixels on this image by "0". Its resolution is the same with the scaled image of required resolution.
Shape-Directed Interpolation by Quadratic Fluency Sampling Function
Because fundus image is usually recorded as full color including RGB components, the intensity of every component for all pixels in the fundus image of required resolution are computed separately. The procedure to compute the intensity of every component for every pixel is described below.
The component intensity of scaled fundus image pixel at coordinates (u, v) is denoted as g(u, v){(u, v)|0 ≤ u < s, 0 ≤ v < q}. s and q are the width and height of the new fundus image of required resolution. The intensity of pixel at coordinates (x, y) in the original fundus image is denoted by f (x, y){(x, y)|0 ≤ x < m, 0 ≤ y < n}. m and n are the width and height of the original fundus image. s = m × r + 0.5 , q = n × r + 0.5 . r is the resolution conversion ratio. The color intensity of pixels at the blood-vessel shape map we created in Sec.3.2 is denoted by h(u, v). The shape map image has the same resolution s × q with the fundus image of required resolution g (u, v) . We have illustrated the three images in Fig. 2 .
Then g(u, v) can be computed by multiplying three matrices: 
g(u, v) = ABC · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (4)
T denotes the transpose of a matrix.
B is defined as a matrix of 4 × 4 and its members are color intensities of 16 pixels obtained from the original fundus image.
Adjustment of matrix B based on the shape map created in Sec.3.2 embodies the idea of shape-directed interpolation. If pixel matrix B is not adjusted, we can find from the Fig.3 that interpolation intensities between No. 71 sampling point and No. 81 sampling point increase linearly. This is considered as the reason of blur border. In our method, we adopt the created shape map of required resolution as the expected border.
If g(u, v) is computed, by the relation of coordinates between B and the shape map of required resolution x = u/r and y = v/r , we first obtain a part of shape information from the shape map image h and define the part as matrix D with dimensions (3r + 1) + 0.5 × (3r + 1) + 0.5 . , (y +2)×r) . . . . . . . . .
D = ⎛ ⎜ ⎝ h((x−1)×r, (y +2)×r) · · · h((x+2)×r
h((x−1)×r, (y −1)×r) · · · h((x+2)×r, (y −1)×r)
⎞ ⎟ ⎠ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (5)
As to the second step of adjustment, because the shape information matrix D is in fact a black-white image, we can take the pixel at coordinates (u, v){u = (x × r) + u mod x, v = (y × r) + v mod y} in matrix D as a feed to fill all members of the matrix by seed-filling algorithm. According to the result matrix D after seedfilling illustrated at Fig.2 , the required 16 pixels in B can be separated into two groups.
Pixels in one of the groups have the same filling value with pixel h(u, v) and they are considered as pixels that should have influence on the computed pixel g (u, v) . Pixels in this group will retain the original intensity while they are utilized by the interpolation.
The intensity of pixels in the other group have different filling value with computed pixel h(u, v), so they are considered as pixels that should not give any influence on the computed pixel. They will be adjusted before the interpolation.
The adjustment to pixels of matrix B which are in the different group with the pixel h (u, v) at the matrix D is the third step of adjustment. For the adjustment, three rules are considered to be obeyed. The first is that there are still 16 pixels maintained at B for interpolation after adjustment in order not to change the dimension of B. The second is derived from the assumption that the four nearest pixels to computed pixel g(u, v) are regarded as having strongest influence on computed pixel, the four pixels should be adjusted first and the other 12 pixels adjusted afterwards. The third rule is based on the second rule. Because four nearest pixels are nearest to computed pixel, intensities of outer 12 pixels should be adjusted to the intensity of one of the four nearest pixels when the adjustment is required.
Based on these three rules, we first adjust the nearest four pixels. Because it can be guaranteed that at least one of the four nearest original pixels in matrix B has the same filling value with the computed pixel (u, v) at matrix D, there are only three options for the adjustment.
• Only one pixel has the same filling value with the computed pixel (u, v) at matrix D. The other three pixels are all adjusted to the intensity of this one.
• Only one pixel has the different filling value with the computed pixel (u, v) at matrix D. This one is adjusted by one of the three pixels whose x-coordinate equals it.
• Two pixels have the same filling value with the computed pixel (u, v) at matrix D. If the two pixels are with same x-coordinate, the other two pixels are adjusted separately to the pixel whose y-coordinate equals it. For other conditions, the two with different filling value are adjusted separately by one of the pixels with same filling value whose x-coordinate
equals it. Then we adjust the other 12 pixels based on the third rule. For the convenience of programming and description, we arrange an order to these 16 pixels of B and show the order as a matrix below and illustrate it on the Fig.2 . ⎛ ⎜ ⎜ ⎝ (8) (9) (10) (11) (7) (1) (2) (12) (6) (0) (3) (13) (5) (4) (15) (14)
Pixels of the other 12 pixels ordered from 4 to 15 will be attributed intensity from one of the nearest four pixels ordered by (p − 4)/3 if the adjustment is necessary. p is the order of the pixel should be adjusted. When all the 16 pixels of the matrix B are ready, the intensity of g(u, v) can be computed out as Eq. (4) with maintenance to shape information.
Experimental Results and Discussion
In order to verify the effectiveness of our method, we realized our proposed method by C programming language. Because the interpolation is directed to the shape information, it is necessary to observe the result images to see if shapes of blood vessels have been enhanced. On the other hand, the effectiveness of proposed method to color information is also evaluated. As to the comparing method, we first consider the nearest neighbor interpolation method which is taken as the simplest scaling method. Also the bi-cubic interpolation method is compared because the cubic polynominals is taken as one of the best options to approximate the interpolation kernel derived from the Shannon sampling theorem. It is reported to produce high quality interpolation result in medical image processing (6) .
Experiment on the Hand-Made Image
We first apply the method on a hand-made image. On the hand-made image, the usual color of fundus image is taken as its background and some rectangles are connected to express an artificial blood vessel. We transfer this image to a high-resolution of five times by our proposed method. From the result images shown in Fig.6 , we can observe that jaggy noise appears at the image transferred by the nearest neighbor method and border of the artificial blood vessels shows blur when it is transferred by bi-cubic interpolation method. By our proposed method, the shape of blood vessel is shown more clearly than the other two methods.
Experiments on Fundus Images
For further validation of our method, we select twenty fundus images which are publicized on the website (http://www.parl.clemson.edu/stare) as our experimental data. According to the introduction of paper written by Hoover etc. (14) which proposes a blood vessel locating method, these images were captured by TopCon TRV-50 fundus camera at 35 degree field of view. Each image is 24-bit full color (standard RGB) in the size of 700 × 605 pixels. We decided to use these images because both normal and abnormal blood vessels are included in this set of fundus images. Ten of the images are of patients with no pathology (normals). Other ten images contain pathology that obscures or confuses the blood vessel appearance in varying portions of the image (abnormals). Also the results of blood vessels location by both handlabel and proposed algorithm are provided.
First, we tried to check the effect of maintaining shape of blood vessels on result images. We did these as the same way we have done to the hand-made image. In order to show results clearly on the paper, we asked a specialist in fundus to mark out all the places that should be noticed (ROI, Region of interest) at all these fundus images. These parts are then scaled to the required resolution by different methods. One of the examples is shown in Fig.5 which has been transferred to ten times of the original one.
From Fig.5(c) , we can see that blood vessels still maintain good shapes and smoothness after scaled to 10 times from the approximation straight line and quadratic Fluency sampling functions. And the result images by different interpolation methods shows the same effect with what we see at the hand-made image. Nearest neighbor interpolation generates block image in which shapes of blood vessels have almost disappeared by the jaggy noise. By bi-cubic interpolation, we find that it is difficult to distinct the shapes of blood vessels from the background of the fundus image. The border is blurred. But by the proposed algorithm, we can tell clearly the border of blood vessels. The proposed method directing the interpolation with the shape map maintained better shape information than conventional methods.
Second, the images produced by the proposed method were quantitatively evaluated. Original fundus images were reduced to a low resolution image and then an original resolution fundus image was reconstructed from the reduced one. For the method of resolution reduction, we choose averaging method by which all pixels on the original image have influence on the reduced image. We can then take the original fundus image as the ground truth to examine the difference of color information among result images reconstructed by different methods. The parameter we adopt to show the relation is the crosscorrelation coefficient C r .
Here, a and b denote respectively the average value of original image f (x, y) and reconstructed image f (x, y). m and n are the width and height of the image. The value of cross-correlation coefficient is between 0 and 1. The more C r approaches 1, the more similar two images are.
All twenty fundus images are reduced to low resolution by resolution by nearest neighbor, bi-cubic and the proposed method. One of the reconstructed fundus images is shown in Fig.7 . The cross-correlation coefficient C r is computed between every reconstructed image and the original one.
Results of cross-correlation coefficient are illustrated at Fig.8 and their average value is listed at Table (1).
From Fig.8 and Table ( 1), we can infer that the pro- posed method also generates higher quality on color information than conventional methods although the difference is not so large. The better quality is due to the It must be noticed that because the proposed method depends strongly on the correction of blood-vessel extraction and the approximation to blood vessels with functions, error will inevitably be brought during the scaling procedure. It is advised that the original image should be referred when the method is utilized to aid diagnosis. Obstruction and artifacts which are controlled by error during the procedure must be given serious attention.
Conclusion
In this paper, a shape-directed scaling method based on the quadratic Fluency sampling function has been proposed for fundus image. The method introduces function-approximation to generate the blood-vessel shape map of required resolution which can maintain the diameter change and tortuosity of blood vessels with control to the obstruction and artifacts to satisfy the medical activities during the creation procedure. Because of the selection of the interpolation kernel based on Fluency information theory and special processing on shape of blood vessels, result image by this method has a better maintenance of color information than conventional interpolation kernels. The shape of blood vessels is also clear at the result image. The experimental results verify that the proposed method provides its advantage to scale fundus image.
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